PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Practical Solutions, Perfectly Contained

HOOVER FERGUSON
www.hooverferguson.com
WHO WE ARE

Hoover Ferguson is a global leader in container, workspace and packaging solutions for the energy, petrochemical and general industrial end markets. We provide our customers with innovative and practical solutions centered on safety, quality and cost effective strategies. Hoover Ferguson provides its customers with comprehensive liquid, cargo, waste and specialized container solutions as well as a range of complementary services including cleaning, refurbishment, recertification and logistics.

Hoover Ferguson provides the highest quality products designed to meet DNV 2.7-1/EN 12079 certification standards and has achieved ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 accreditations and an elevated UN 11 A/X certification. Hoover Ferguson maintains a relentless focus on world-class service, supported by a comprehensive service offering and a network of over 70 service centers in 26 countries around the world.

Hoover Ferguson identifies with a deep seated commitment to ensuring customers receive exceptional customer service combined with safe, robust and reliable product offerings that are all aligned with international industry standards. It is through experienced technical support with well-established processes and procedures that Hoover Ferguson is able to successfully deliver a global reach.

In short, our customers demand high value. Hoover Ferguson delivers on this promise.

HOOVER FERGUSON AT A GLANCE

200+ YEARS
Combined history providing safe and reliable container solutions

More than 110,000 high quality rental units

500+ passionate and talented personnel

70 dedicated service centers worldwide

Connected network of global partners

Operational excellence, focused on providing exceptional commitment to QHSE

Industry leading, intelligent fleet management solutions with continued product development

In-house engineering, design and manufacturing capabilities
INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

Our containers, workspaces and packaging solutions are the performance standard in energy operations and many other demanding industrial applications where robust innovative solutions are required to meet efficiency, safety and regulatory demands.

ENERGY

Hoover Ferguson has established decades-long partnerships with the energy industry that has developed a wide range of specialized equipment to meet the needs of our customers.

We serve upstream, downstream, and midstream markets around the world in both the offshore and onshore environments, along with various refinery and petrochemical operations. Our customers rely on us for innovative solutions centered on safety, quality, and cost effective strategies.

Hoover Ferguson is a specialist provider of offshore containers, baskets and associated lifting equipment. A full range of DNV standard containers and mini containers for dry goods, cargo baskets, and chemical tanks has grown and expanded as a result of over 35 years of experience and expertise.

Our versatile range of accommodation modules is specially designed to satisfy oil and gas and renewable energy requirements in both safety and comfort.

Standardized modules are built to DNV standards for accommodation, recreation, galley, medic and other ancillary uses.

Specialized workspace modules for offshore oil and gas operations provide high quality solutions for office, laboratory, mud logging, storage and other applications.

Hoover Ferguson improves the safety and efficiency of offshore drilling operations with IBC’s that are built specifically for high performance transport and delivery of dry bulk materials used in drilling fluid systems. Discharging flammable liquids from transport truck is a much safer operation with our specialized Cargo Valve IBC. This Liquitote IBC complies directly with DOT pump-off requirements.

In refinery and terminal operations, the Hoover Ferguson Liquitote IBC and support systems are equipped with industry leading standards for safety and efficiency. Our IBC fleets are used to transport, store, and deliver chemicals, lubricants and other liquids successfully, and free of contamination and environmental risks.

Our catalyst bins and chemical containers provide refining and catalysts operations with specialized storage and transportation bins that protect materials and the environment. Our solutions provide a global service network of containers that are accessible to our customers around the world.

A WORLD OF SOLUTIONS

Exceptionally high standards and expertise make Hoover Ferguson a leading provider in the energy, petrochemical and general industrial end markets.

CHEMICALS AND PAINT

Our IBCs are used for a wide range of chemicals to provide safe storage, handling, and transportation. In paint operations, adaptable IBCs accommodate various blenders and mixers.

PHARMACEUTICALS AND COSMETICS

Hoover Ferguson’s packaging solutions meet stringent industry requirements for in-house processing. Our stainless steel tanks offer the flexibility of rental or purchase and can be designed and fitted to customer requirements.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

In distilling, blending, fermenting and transportation operations, our stainless steel and poly products provide flexible solutions for the beverage industry. Custom tanks and food grade accessories offer unique value for food and beverage businesses.

GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY

Hoover Ferguson provides high performance solutions with provisioning equipment that protects and secures military equipment, to safe and economical handling and compacting of commercial materials.

MARITIME

Our compactors, balers, crushers, food grinders and accommodation units are standard solutions for the high demands placed on commercial and tourist maritime industries. Rugged, reliable equipment from Hoover Ferguson improves efficiency and compliance with MARPOL and other regulations and standards.
OUR PRODUCTS

CHEMICAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS

**Tanks** includes chemical tanks, acid tanks, ISO tanks and heli-fuel tanks

- Chemical Tanks
- Cryogenic Tanks DNV/CSC
- Acid Tanks
- Bunded Tanks

**IBCs** Extensive fleet of metal and composite IBCs with a range of specialized features and associated equipment

- Stainless Steel IBCs
- DNV Frames with Slings
- Hopper Tanks
- Tuff Tank II Composite IBCs

ACCOMMODATION & WORKSPACE MODULES

Fleet of offshore accommodation, safe working environments and custom made modules

- Accommodation Modules
- Workspace Modules
- Ancillary Modules
- Office Modules

OFFSHORE CCUs

Highly diverse and broad range of offshore containers, baskets and related equipment

- Cargo Baskets
- Tool Baskets
- Half Heights
- Drum Baskets

- Open Tops
- Workshops
- Rigging Lofts
- Tubular Transportation Frames
OUR PRODUCTS

Helifuel Tanks  ISO Tanks  Bulk Delivery Units  Spreader Beams

Tuff Tank III Composite IBCs  Rotomolded IBCs  Blowmolded Composite IBCs  Custom IBCs

Laboratory Modules  LWD/MWD/Test Cabins  Coffee Shop Modules  Locker Room Modules

Tool Boxes  Mini Containers  IBC Transport Containers  Dry Goods Containers

TEMPERATURE CONTROL UNITS
Single and dual zone refrigeration and freezer modules

Gas Bottle Racks  Lifting Frames  Refrigeration/Freezer Modules  Refrigeration/Freezer Modules
OUR PRODUCTS

CATALYST AND CHEMICAL CONTAINERS
A wide range of stackable containers & bulk packaging options to transport and store fresh and spent residual and hydro-processing catalysts

North American Catalyst Bins  European Catalyst Bins  Bulk Services  X-1 One Way Packaging

WASTE MANAGEMENT CONTINUED
Includes mud skips, compactors and food grinders

Waste Compactors  Hazardous Waste Compactors  Dual Chamber Compactors  Recycling Compactors
Can and Plastic Densifier Crushers  Glass Bottle Crushers  Food Grinders  Tuff Gut Grinders

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

INTELLIGENT ASSET TRACKING AND REMOTE LIQUID LEVEL MONITORING
Cutting-edge ATEX GPS asset tracking system with smart reporting capabilities and accurate level monitoring information

TANK CLEANING SERVICES
Hoover Ferguson provides tank cleaning services around the world for our customers

CHEMICAL STORAGE AND HANDLING
From chemical storage to tank cleaning and chemical repackaging

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
Dedicated teams provide: asset management, equipment inspection and repair, certification and compliance, reconditioning, transloading and sling management services
OUR PRODUCTS

WASTE MANAGEMENT
Includes mud skips, compactors and food grinders

Mud Skips / Cuttings Boxes  Waste Skips  Lidded Skips  Cargo Skips

Compactors and Carts  Compactors and Balers  Drum Crushers  Filter Crushers

SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

Compactor Bags  Pipe Slings  Pressure Controlled Equipment Custom Containers  Jumper Deployment Skids

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

MANUFACTURING
Extensive and specialized manufacturing expertise of accommodation modules, workspace modules and chemical handling equipment

CUSTOM ENGINEERING SERVICES
In-house engineering and R&D team for product development and custom products

LOGISTICS AND TRANSPORTATION
Ensuring the safest and most secure containment and transportation and containment of our customer’s commodities

RECYCLING
Hoover Ferguson supports Recycle the Gulf, a waste and recycling program, to reduce and recycle the volume of waste generated offshore in the Gulf of Mexico and we support recycling efforts around the world
GLOBAL OPERATIONS

SERVICE CENTERS
70+

RENTAL UNITS
110,000+

PERSONNEL
500+
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